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Aging Population Attitudes to Sensor 

Controlled Home Energy
• APAtSCHE - Funded through 2011 EPSRC BuildTEDDI call

– Research focused around: Shrinking generation margins may result in novel 

demand based services being required to balance the system in future
• Demand response is useless without participation

• Participation more reliable with automation

• UK has an aging population – in future more participants will be in the over 55 group - How will they 

respond to the loss of control? In particular, automated heating schedules...

• Project specific data problems

– Attrition through mortality – what happens to data?

– Carer/resident activities blurred together – may not actually be a problem…

• Common data problems

– Formats/standardisation

– Metrics for quality 



APAtSCHE



Trial Sites

• Cloud based monitoring infrastructure

• 5 trial sites currently uploaded data 

between October ‘13 and March ‘15
– Annan – local authority housing

– Dumfries – sheltered housing

– Findhorn - detached modern eco houses

– Pitlochry – large private housing

– Castlemilk – tower blocks

• 3rd party outdoor sensors used

• Main motivation
– Understand building characteristics

– Understand building utilisation



• Condition Based Monitoring – ITI/Scottish Enterprise
– Intensive livestock monitoring sensor development (3+ years, 8+ partners)

• Voluminous and heterogeneous data generators

– Structured interviews with domain experts (vets, stockmen, academics)

• Transcripts (S)

• Rules (S)

– Biological records (sensitive!)

• Objects/classes (S)

– Animal behaviour

• Video (L)

– Behaviour transcripts – from specialised (proprietary) software

• Timestamped records (M)

– Sensor data – to big to deal with manually

• Timestamped measurements (XXXL)

• Try and learn from this experience (handling, cleaning, standardisation)…
– …Excel is/was not enough.

Lesson from the past…



Upload of weather 
station or Met site 

web service forecast 
and data

Monitoring* Architecture
Relational Database

Cloud Based Server 

ARM or RPi based monitoring hubs for 
collating wireless sensor measurements to 
upload to the cloud via home broadband 

HTTP

HTTP

*ITL: Inneal-tomhais Lèirsinneach – Gaelic 

for ‘Visible Metering for All’ – an Open 

Source Cloud based Head End/Top Node 

for Community Energy Monitoring systems 

developed during APAtSCHE:

https://github.com/itlenergy/itlenergy

http://www.itl-energy.com/

Off-the shelf wireless sensing for 
energy, environmental and contextual 

measurements in the premises

https://github.com/itlenergy/itlenergy
http://www.itl-energy.com/


•Information modelling and representation should permit interoperability to allow integration with power 

system data in the wider context e.g. Substation automation, Markets

•IEC 61970, the Common Information Model (CIM) does this to the MV level

•The ITL schema (above) will form the basis of proposals to extend this into the premises

•Additional predicates will be added to support Demand Response and automation

•These will be aligned with existing or emerging standards e.g. OpenADR
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Why?
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Mixture of large late 
19th Century, tiny high 
rise private 1970 flats 
and modest early 90s 
low rise apartments –

electric, gas and 
biomass/coal heating 

– all different… 
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Why go down this route? Primary interest is how does this all fit together in the power 
system. Its not all about demand. Its not all about efficiency. Have to worry about domain 
specific problems such as reverse power flows and voltage excursions and plant exceeding 
its thermal constraints. LV networks not usually looked at in this detail (people and their 

buildings are the difficult bit here)…




